
Endangered Lives
Public Health in Victorian Britain
Anthony S. Wohl
Anthony Wohl offers a detailed
examination of the social and
physical environment in which
the people of Victorian Britain
lived, and of the effects of the
surroundings-both public and
domestic-upon people's
health.
$20.00

Riots and Community
Politics in England
and Wales, 1790-1810
John Bohstedt
Using statistical analysis of six
hundred riots and carefully
drawn comparative case stud-
ies, Bohstedt examines and
explains why riot was the most
widespread and successful
form of popular politics of the
eighteenth century in England
and Wales.
$30.00

Ideas of the
Restoration in English
Literature, 1660-1671
Nicholas Jose
Jose brings together a wide
range of responses to the
Restoration of Charles I I -
panegyrics, satires, pageants,
plays, memoirs, histories-by
forgotten hacks as well as
lauded poets. $15.00

The Puritan Moment
The Coming of Revolution in
an English County
William Hunt
"Hunt's purpose is to present
an overall argument about
Essex's response to national
developments in the period
from the 1570s to 1642. He has
written a well-researched and
stimulating book... his zest
and enthusiasm carry the story
along."

-Times Literary Supplement
Harvard Historical Studies, 102
$36.00

Harvard University Press
Cambridge, MA 02138
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•Humanities
The Hunger Marchers in Britain, 1920-1940
Peter Kingsford

The first overall history of the six marches on London which were staged between
the two World Wars to protest unemployment. It is based on new material
including both government and police files as well as interviews with surviving
marchers.

1982,244 pp., illus., index
ISBN 85315-555-0 cloth $26.50

John Russell, First Earl of Bedford
Diane Willen

This historical biography follows the long and distinguished career of John Russell
who was a valued servant of the Tudor crown for nearly five decades. His career is
important for the exceptionally lucid portrait it paints of a typical new noble and
for the insights i| offers into Henry VIII and the Tudor system of governance.

1981, 145 pp., index
ISBN 0-901050-60-1 cloth $32.50

Heresy and Reformation in the South East of England,
1520-1559
John F. Davis
This study of the English Reformation revises earlier interpretations which have
emphasized continental theological influence and focuses, instead, on native pre-
Reformation antecedants and, in particular, Lollardy.

1983, 169 pp., biblio., index
ISBN 0-391-02874-X cloth $28.50

Conspiracy: Law, Class and Society
Robert Spicer

The first historical and political study of the English law of conspiracy, from the
eighteenth century to the present day. Focusing on major contemporary trials, the
author explains the use of this law as a weapon against labor organizations for the
past two hundred years.

1981, 190 pp., glossary, biblio., index
ISBN 85315-548-8 cloth $15.75

Merchant Shipping and War: A Study of Defence Planning
in Twentieth-Century Britain
Martin Doughty
Examines the organization of the shipping industry and other transport systems
and analyzes their operation in war. The book also provides a case study of
attitudes to state intervention in industry, in peace as well as war, and will thus be
of interest to scholars of the changing relationship between British government
and a capitalist economy in the period.

1982,218 pp., index, biblio.
ISBN 0-391026-88-7 cloth $30.00

Please write for our complete History Catalog

HUMANITIES PRESS
171 First Avenue

Atlantic Highlands • New Jersey 07716
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Oxford
Siegfried Sassoon's Long Journey

Selections from the Sherston Memoirs
Edited by PAUL FUSSELL. Here are key excerpts from one of
the most moving pieces of English literature to emerge from
the devastation of the first world war: Sassoon's great trilogy
The Memoirs of George Sherston. A fictionalized account of
Sassoon's own early life and wartime experience, the books
constituting this trilogy (Memoirs of a Fox-Hunting Man,
Memoirs of an Infantry Officer, and Sherston's Progress) form a
gripping coming-of-age chronicle.

1983 192 pp., 105 halftones $19.95

The Great War at Sea
RICHARD HOUGH. In this fresh analysis of the greatest
naval conflict of modern history, Hough discusses both the
course of World War I and its historical background. Hough
believes the Royal Navy not only beat the Kriegsmarine with-
out resort to a bloody Trafalgar, but that its unrelenting pres-
sure was the prime factor in the defeat of the Central Powers
on land by the end of 1918.

1983 320pp., 24plates, 11 maps $25.00

SOE in the Far East
CHARLES CRUICKSHANK. The whole course of the Sec-
ond World War in the Far East might have been changed if the
activities of Britain's Special Operations Executive (SOE) had
been given a freer reign by the military and the politicians.
This is the startling conclusion of Cruickshank's official his-
tory, based on secret files and the accounts of surviving
agents.

1983 352 pp., 16plates, 5 maps $25.00

H . H . A s q u i t h l Letters to Venetia Stanley
Edited by MICHAEL and ELEANOR BROCK. "Edited with
erudition and insight [and] explanatory notes that are a
model of their kind." — New York Times Book Review. "An
intriguing example of a private drama played out on a public
stage."—Washington Post Book World.

1983 672 pp., illus. $35.00

, At better bookstores or direct from

Oxford University Press
Box 900 200 Madison Ave., New York, NY 10016
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rOxford
Lancastrian Normandy, 1415-1450
The History of a Medieval Occupation
C. T. ALLMAND, University of Liverpool. This is the first book in either English or
French to treat as a whole the many facets of the Lancastrian occupation of Nor-
mandy in the fifteenth century. Allrnand analyses the difficulties and opportunities
presented by the occupation, placing particular emphasis on the English land settle-
ment and its implication—economic, legal, military, and diplomatic—for the future
of the English presence in northern France. The French reaction to the occupation
is also considered.
November 1983 360 pp. $52.50

The Dukeries Transformed
The Social and Political Development of a Twentieth-Century Coalfield
ROBERT J. WALLER, University of Oxford. This original and compelling study of
the social and political effects of establishing a new coalfield in the Dukeries district
of Nottinghamshire in the 1920s challenges many familiar assertions about mining
communities. It describes the creation, and subsequent problems, of the model
villages built by the coal companies to house their work force and explores the
often strained relationship between migrant miners and the existing population.
Waller uses oral evidence in particular to present a revealing and vivid account of
"benevolent" paternalism at work.
(Oxford Historical Monographs)
November 1983 328 pp.; 5 illus. $47.50

After the Armada
Elizabethan England and the Struggle for Western Europe, 1588-1595
R. B. WERNHAM, University of Oxford. R. B. Wernham's new book describes
Elizabethan England's part in the European conflict in the crucial years after 1588,
when Spain and its allies in the French Catholic League most seriously threatened
to dominate Western Europe and in particular the "invasion coasts" of France and
the Low Countries facing England. It is the first full account to be based firmly on
the relevant English State Papers, and its detailed narrative emphasizes the conti-
nental, military aspect of the war rather than the oceanic, naval events which usu-
ally occupy historians.
December 1983 608 pp.; maps $69.00

The Age of Abbot Desiderius
Montecassino, the Papacy, and the Normans in
the Eleventh and Early Twelfth Centuries
H. E. J. COWDREY, University of Oxford. Desiderius, Abbot of Montecassino from
1058 to 1087, enjoyed a brief reign as Pope Victor III. During his lifetime the most
ancient of Benedictine monasteries enjoyed the "golden age" of its long history. Its
life, culture, and resources are studied in detail, both in themselves and in relation
to the reform papacy of the late eleventh and early twelfth centuries.
December 1983 450 pp. $47.50

Prices and publication dates are subject to change.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
•200 Madison Avenue, New York, New York 10016 •
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CAMBRIDGE
The Invention of Tradition
Eric Hobsbawn and Teience Ranget, Editors
An exploration of traditions and customs often thought to be ancient
or even immemorial: the national cultures of Scotland and Wales, the
customs of African peoples, and the ceremonies of national and impe-
rial monarchy. The contributors show how and why these were
invented for nationalist or imperial purposes, and investigate the
attempts of radical reformers to develop symbols, ceremonies, and tra-
ditions of their own. $29.95

Selections from the Papers of the London
Corresponding Society, 1792-1799
Mary Thale
A select edition of original documents, most of them previously
unpublished, that trace the history of the early working-class reform
group, the London Corresponding Society. $89.50

A Short History of Ireland
John O'Beirne Ranelagh
Based on years of archival research and interviews with hundreds of
participants in the making of modern Ireland, this lively volume cov-
ers the full sweep of Irish history from earliest times to the present
day. Cloth $29.95 Paper $9.95

Henry Stubbe, Radical Protestantism and
the Early Enlightenment
James R. Jacob
The first biography of Henry Stubbe (1632-76)-classicist, polemicist,
physician, and philosopher-in which he is shown to have been influ-
enced by such diverse thinkers as Galen, Pomponazzi, Selden, Hobbes,
Harrington, Boyle, and Thomas Willis. $37.50

Democracy and Elections
Electoral Systems and Then Political Consequences
Vernon Bogdanor and David Butler, Editors

Examining a range of electoral systems employed by a number of
Western democracies, this book both serves as a work in comparative
political analysis and offers a wider perspective against which current
proposals for altering the British system may be judged. $39.50

Multi-Party Politics and the Constitution
Vernon Bogdanor
A highly respected writer on British politics examines the reasons for
the growth of multi-party politics in Britain and the constitutional
consequences. The author's clear, nontechnical arguments are illus-
trated by examples from British history and from Continental, espe-
cially Scandinavian, experience. $37.50

Cambridge University Press
i 32 East 57th Street • New York, N. Y10022
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34th Edition
BRITAIN 1983
An Official Handbook
Illustrated with color photographs, maps,
and diagrams, Britain 83 features a history
of the U.K., and examines its education,
economy, overseas relations, the arts,
sports, and more.
1983/460 pp., illus./0117010278/$25.95/HB

15th Edition
A YEAR BOOK OF THE
COMMONWEALTH 1983
An invaluable reference containing facts,
figures, and general information on every
country of the Commonwealth. Features
a special color insert on the flags of each
country.
1983/535 pp., illus./0115802320/$32.00/PB

NEW BOOKS!
from HMSO,
the British Government Publisher

GUIDES TO SOURCES FOR
BRITISH HISTORY
General Editor: G.R.C. Davis
Of Immense value to scholars, historians,
and libraries, this new series identifies
the primary sources of important historical
documents and papers. Material is
grouped by subject and chosen in areas
where there is most obviously a scholarly
demand.

VOLUME I:
PAPERS OF BRITISH CABINET
MINISTERS 1782-1900
1982/75 pp./0114401217/$8.75/HB

VOLUME II:
PAPERS OF BRITISH
SCIENTISTS 1600-1940
1982/110 pp./0114401225/$8.75/HB

VOLUME III:
GUIDE TO THE LOCATION
OF COLLECTIONS DESCRIBED IN
THE REPORTS AND CALENDAR SERIES
1982/70 pp./0114401446/$8.75/HB

CENTRAL OFFICE OF
INFORMATION REFERENCE BOOKS

Organization of Political Parties
In Britain
Presents the historical background to
Britain's Major political parties, outlines the
modern party system, & examines party
organization inside & outside Parliament.
1983/34 pp./011701043X/$6.50/PB

Britain In the European Community
Details Britain's role in the Community,
discusses the Common Market, monetary
policy, Community budget, industry,
agriculture, social affairs, & political
cooperation.
1983/70 pp./011701253X/$9.50/PB

Britain's Invisible Trade
Describes the financial & commercial
activities that give rise to the earnings
and payments in the invisibles account
under services, interest, profits, and
dividends, and transfers.
1983/33 pp./0117010413/$6.50/PB

Britain & Its People
Presents a short history of Great Britain,
describes its unique physical features,
<& examines its social framework including
population, nationality, women, minorities,
& more.
1983/35 pp./0117012521/$6.95/PB

available from:
HMSO BOOK MARKETING AGENCY

Kraus-Thomson Organization Ltd.
Route 100, Millwood, N.Y. 10546
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British Studies
THE ORIGINS OF
ANGLO-AMERICAN RADICALISM
Margaret Jacob and James Jacob, Eds.
Brings together leading scholars from the US and
the UK to explore the trans-Atlantic tradition of
radical political thought and action from the
English Revolution through the American
Revolution.
HB $35.00 368pp. 1983

ENGLAND'S SEA EMPIRE
D. B. Quinn and A. N. Ryan
Focusing on the time period 1550-1650 the authors examine the development of
England's naval power, early modern external trade, and the early experiments
with colonization.
HB $25.00 256pp. 1983
Early Modern Europe Today Series

THE REALITIES BEHIND DIPLOMACY: Background Influences
on British External Policy 1865-1980
Paul Kennedy
This critically acclaimed work is now available in paperback.
". . .A well-written and well-argued book which will be of considerable value
to a variety of readers." Albion
PB $9.95 416pp. 1983

British Humour
THE S E C O N D C U C K O O A Further Selection of Witty, Amusing and
Memorable Letters to The Times. Chosen and Introduced by Kenneth Gregory.
". . . The book is filled with a true democracy of dry and straight-faced humor.
It is uproariously funny. Best not to read it in public. Observers might be frighten-
ed by your uncontrollable laughter." Washington Post Book World
HB $14.50 322pp. ., . .... 1983

A BOOK OF
EDWARDIAN ETIQUETTE
G. R. M. Devereux Author of "Etiquette for
Men," "Etiquette of Engagement and Marriage,"
etc.
Originally published in 1902 as A Book of Modern
Modes and Manners, this delightful facsimile
reprint provides a humorous and vivid picture of
the behavior and attitudes of the Edwardians.
HB $8.95 144pp., illus. 1983

Allen & Urtwin, Inc?
9 Winchester Terrace

Winchester, MA
20% Discount on Prepaid Orders (check, MC/VISA)
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